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1. CALL TO ORDER

2. ROLL CALL

3. PUBLIC COMMENT

4. EXECUTIVE SESSION

5. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

6. CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT

7. CONSENT ITEMS

a. Board Meeting Minutes for May 26, 2021. 26 

b. Motion to authorize the Chief Executive Officer to enter into a contract to
perform herbicide treatment for control of aquatic vegetation in the Lake
Tapps Reservoir in an amount not to exceed $110,000.

28 

8. BOARD DISCUSSION ITEMS ONLY

a. Future Board Meetings (in-person/virtual/hybrid). (Materials are not
included in packet).

b. Board Workshop – Part 1 Past/Present. Cascade will present a summary
of its past and present regarding water supply management. This
foundational information is important to understanding Cascade’s future
supply options, which will be the focus of the Board’s June 30th workshop.

30 

9. STAFF PRESENTATIONS

10. COMMITTEE REPORTS

a. Executive Committee – no meetings held.

b. Finance and Management Committee – June 15, 2021. 55 

c. Public Affairs Committee – no meetings held.

d. Resource Management Committee – June 10, 2021. 57 

11. NEW BUSINESS

REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
AGENDA 

CASCADE WATER ALLIANCE 
Held via Zoom Meeting 

June 23, 2021 
3:30 PM 
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12. NEXT REGULAR MEETING – July 28, 2021 – to be held at Cascade’s Office
or via a Zoom meeting – 3:30 p.m.

13. ADJOURN

NOTE: AS ALLOWED BY STATE LAW, THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MAY ADD AND TAKE 
ACTION ON ITEMS NOT LISTED ON THE AGENDA. 
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Item No. 6 
June 23, 2021 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE: June 23, 2021 

TO: John Stokes, Chair 
Board of Directors 

FROM: Ray Hoffman, Chief Executive Officer 

SUBJECT: Chief Executive Officer’s Report 
 

Administration, Finance, and Economics 

• At Cascade’s June Finance and Management Committee meeting, Clark Nuber,
Cascade’s outside auditing firm, presented the results of the financial audit. The auditors
examined Cascade’s financial reports, internal controls, and compliance with policies
and procedures. No issues were noted. (2020 Annual Audit Presentation included in this
Board packet).

• TeamLogicIT, Cascade’s IT consultant, is helping Cascade to develop a list of
recommended hardware and software necessary to properly employ the SCADA
upgrades currently being installed. Cascade expects to bring the list to the Board in July
for approval.

• The contracts for the new Lake Tapps Reservoir phone system and the powerhouse re-
cabling project have been signed and the work has begun.

• Clark Nuber, Cascade’s outside auditing firm, will be on site in July to conduct a review
of the first quarter of Cascade’s 2021 financial transactions. The results of the reviews
will be reported to the Finance and Management Committee.

• Cascade’s Wellness program participated in the Associations of Washington Cities Race
to the finish challenge this May, encouraging employees to increase their steps and
providing them with wellness information. The Campaign is part of the wellness
committee’s ongoing pursuit to meet the Association of Washington Cities Employee
Benefits Trust WellCity Award Standard requirements necessary to win the WellCity
Award next year. The Campaign was a success with eight employees participating in the
activities.

• With five members reporting their May RCFCs as of now, 98.5 connections have been
reported for May and 567 have been reported for the year. Cascade is on pace to meet
budget expectations (1,000) for the year.

Capital Projects and Operations 

• Cascade staff are working diligently on the planning, permitting, designing, and
procuring for the Outage project to happen this fall. The Outage project consists of a
series of minor but important maintenance activities and capital projects which will be
taking place when the water to the upper flow line is cut off.

• Cascade awarded the SCADA and Security public works construction contract to Source
Electric and the contract was executed on May 11. A Notice to Proceed was issued on
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June 1. Cascade is reviewing the contractor’s preliminary schedule and working with 
contractor on submittals this month. The preliminary schedule is showing equipment 
procurement throughout June and July and begin on-site work in August with an 
anticipated completion date of early next year. 

• Cascade received a preliminary draft power monitoring report for the headworks facilities
from our consultant. The report was a result of investigation on the root cause of
intermittent loss of remote control to the headworks. The preliminary findings are that
there was evidence of power surges and voltage drops that could be caused by
overloading of the power pole and transformer. Cascade is working with U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers and Puget Sound Energy to further investigate the issue.

• Cascade and Veolia rolled out a newly revised task order process that includes
additional steps to ensure compliance with prevailing wage and retainage requirements.

• A sink hole about 4’ deep was discovered on Dike 18. Veolia staff responded, performed
void repairs, and backfilled the void.

• Cascade is reviewing a final draft of the annual dam inspection and monitoring report
from Geo Engineers to be submitted to State Dam Safety Office.

• Cascade staff is working with Burlington Northern Santa Fe and City of Sumner on the
Three-Party Agreement.

Water Efficiency 

• Based on the success of the spring gardening classes, Cascade is developing a summer
series of remote learning classes for the Cascade Gardener. The free classes will be
held on Zoom in July and August.

• Cascade and the SnoKing Watershed Council are presenting a series of remote training
classes and one in-person field training for Kirkland residents who want to become water
monitors for local streams.

• Cascade and the Sustainability Ambassadors are holding a teacher-training lab in July
on the future of sustainable water systems. Previous labs have been well attended by
teachers in Cascade schools.

• Cascade and its partner, Tilth Alliance, have delivered several trainings and workshops
for residents, including:

o Developed a compost presentation for Skyway families to be delivered at
Campbell Hill Elementary.

o Provided online training for the YMCA Earth Corps.
o Provided training at McAualiffe Park in Kirkland for the India Association of

Western Washington.
o Provided ongoing training for the Juanita High Garden Club.
o Planned a drip irrigation project at Jing Mei Elementary for June.
o Completed a drip irrigation project at Emerson High School in May.
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Intergovernmental and Communications 

• Cascade is working with Pierce County Parks staff on an easement agreement for the
proposed flume trail. Maintenance and operating terms are near agreement.
Compensation and benefits to Cascade are still being negotiated, particularly Cascade’s
interest in receiving a water quality benefit to the utility. The Resource Management
Committee was briefed on this issue at the June meeting.

• The Lake Tapps Municipal Advisory Committee is scheduled to meet on June 22. The
committee includes the Cascade Board Chair and the Mayors from Bonney Lake,
Buckley, Auburn and Sumner. These meetings are required under Cascade’s agreement
with the four cities, and the last one was held in 2017.

• The Lake Tapps Community Meeting is scheduled for June 24. The meeting will be
virtual, and Lake Tapps partner agencies confirmed to attend include East Pierce Fire
and Rescue; Tacoma Pierce County Health Department; Pierce County Sheriff; Bonney
Lake Police; and Pierce County Parks.

Planning 

• In preparation for the June 30th Board workshop, Cascade distributed a document that
summarized Cascade’s past and present regarding water supply management. Cascade
held its first of two Q&A sessions on the document in early June and it was well attended
by Board members and member staff. Questions by the participants are helping to
shape the workshop as well as the Frequently Asked Questions document that Cascade
is developing on the Water Supply Development Fund.

• Cascade’s environmental review and permitting for the Flowline Outage project is under
way. Originally, Cascade had planned to conduct the outage at the start of Phase 3 of
the USACE’s Fish Passage Project to use USACE’s permit for fish recovery. Cascade
recently learned that the USACE may not begin Phase 3 until October or later, which
would significantly hamper the Outage project. To start the outage by the end of August,
Cascade is collaborating with the Puyallup Tribe (PTI) to conduct fish recovery under
their scientific permit. PTI staff are seeking tribal council approval for the PTI’s
participation in the fish recovery operation and use of the PTI permit under ESA for
scientific data collection.

• With the expectation that King County will move to Phase 4 of the State’s COVID-19
reopening plan by July, Cascade is developing a plan for transitioning back to working in
the office. Cascade has asked members about their transition plans and is researching
what other organizations are doing. Based on the information gathered, it appears most
organizations plan to have a hybrid model of working on-site and working remotely.

Attachments 
1. Budget to Actual Expenditure Report through May 31, 3021.
2. Statement of Revenues and Expenditures through May 31, 2021.
3. Statement of Net Position as of May 31, 2021.
4. Contract Status Summary.
5. Monthly Warrants Listing.
6. Monthly Treasurer’s Report as of May 31, 2021.
7. 2020 Annual Audit Presentation.
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Cascade Water Alliance
Budget to Actual Expenditure Report

January 1- May 31, 2021
42% of the year completed

Attachment 1

Administration Budget Actual Balance % Expended
 Salaries  $  964,231  $  449,187 515,044 46.6%
 Benefits 207,486 157,042 50,444 75.7%
 Wellness program 5,000 26 4,975 0.5%
 Prof. Fee (Technical) 61,400 29,523 31,877 48.1%
 Prof. Fee (Legal) 835,000 276,887 558,113 33.2%
 Prof. Fee (Audit) 98,600 50,150 48,450 50.9%
 Prof. Fee (Other) 100,000 2,709 97,291 2.7%
 Seismic Resiliency 190,000 81,838 108,162 43.1%
 Meetings Expense 11,000 1,240 9,760 11.3%
 Telephone/Internet 37,000 18,441 18,559 49.8%
 Office Rent 235,288 131,523 103,765 55.9%
 Office Supplies Admin. 20,000 3,041 16,959 15.2%
 Equip. and Furniture 10,000 0 10,000 0.0%
 Bank Fees 600 137 463 22.8%
 Dues & Subscriptions 50,000 15,040 34,960 30.1%
 Taxes/Licenses 16,000 8,070 7,930 50.4%
 Travel 12,000 432 11,568 3.6%
 Professional Dev. 30,000 890 29,110 3.0%
 Computer Equipment 25,000 3,553 21,447 14.2%
 Software Licenses 38,000 7,495 30,505 19.7%
 Postage & Delivery 3,000 344 2,656 11.5%
 Printing & Repro. 10,000 0 10,000 0.0%
 Insurance 129,091 112,434 16,656 87.1%
 Contingency 133,600 0 133,600 0.0%

 Total  $  3,222,295  $  1,350,002  $  1,872,293 41.9%

Debt Service Budget Actual Balance % Expended
      Bond Debt Service 9,787,231 4,962,098 4,825,134 50.7%

 Total  $  9,787,231  $  4,962,098  $  4,825,134 50.7%

Conservation Budget Actual Balance % Expended
 Salaries  $  163,559  $  42,323  $  121,235 25.9%
 Benefits 44,062 6,045 38,017 13.7%
 Prof. Fee (Technical) 15,000 7,725 7,275 51.5%
 Rebate Reimb. Com. 95,000 15,400 79,600 16.2%
 Irrigation  Audit 20,500 0 20,500 0.0%
 Comm. and Public I 306,850 74,907 231,943 24.4%
 Misc. Serv. and Sup. 84,400 3,987 80,413 4.7%

 Total  $  729,371  $  150,388  $  578,983 20.6%

Com. and Intergovern Budget Actual Balance % Expended
 Salaries  $  138,930  $  53,340  $  85,589 38.4%
 Benefits 31,231 8,349 22,882 26.7%
 Prof. Fee (Technical) 15,000 4,190 10,810 27.9%
 Prof. Fee (Other) 152,750 69,115 83,635 45.2%
 Sponsorships 30,000 7,475 22,525 24.9%
 Comm. and Public I 280,000 81,943 198,057 29.3%

 Total  $  647,911  $  224,412  $  423,499 34.6%
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Cascade Water Alliance
Budget to Actual Expenditure Report

January 1- May 31, 2021
42% of the year completed

Attachment 1

Operations-General Budget Actual Balance % Expended
 Wholesale Water  $  21,351,878  $  11,316,496  $  10,035,382 53.0%
 Salaries 21,405 10,014 11,391 46.8%
 Benefits 4,058 1,896 2,162 46.7%
 BIP O&M 30,000 1,216 28,784 4.1%
 Pipeline Prop. O&M 35,000 872 34,128 2.5%
 PWTF Loan Debt 40,658 40,461 197 99.5%

 Total  $  21,482,998  $  11,370,955  $  10,112,043 52.9%

Operations-Lake Tapps Budget Actual Balance % Expended
 Salaries  $  494,465  $  156,465  $  338,000 31.6%
 Benefits 97,447 26,500 70,947 27.2%
 Prof. Fee (Technical) 708,600 98,552 610,048 13.9%
 Prof. Fee (Other) 50,000 0 50,000 0.0%
 Meetings Expense 4,000 303 3,697 7.6%
 Telephone/Internet 1,500 297 1,204 19.8%
 Office Supplies 18,600 3,900 14,700 21.0%
 Equipment & Furn. 27,500 6,679 20,821 24.3%
 Taxes/Licenses 7,000 6,046 954 86.4%
 Travel 16,000 4,984 11,016 31.1%
 Professional Dev. 2,000 0 2,000 0.0%
 Software Licenses 15,000 1,756 13,244 11.7%
 Permitting Costs 7,000 3,241 3,759 46.3%
 Misc. Serv. and Sup. 44,500 6,529 37,971 14.7%
 LT Operator 2,180,699 827,519 1,353,180 37.9%
 Unplanned O&M 55,000 4,866 50,134 8.8%
 Misc. Facility Repairs 40,000 8,133 31,867 20.3%
 USGS Joint Fund 327,000 0 327,000 0.0%
 Construction Management 100,000 0 100,000 0.0%
 Outage 600,000 0 600,000 0.0%
 Milfoil Control 165,000 1,501 163,499 0.9%
 Vendor Services 35,000 4,073 30,927 11.6%
 Water Quality Management 150,000 38,583 111,417 25.7%
 Dike Repairs and Maintenance 20,000 1,016 18,984 5.1%

 Total  $  5,166,311  $  1,200,941  $  3,834,969 23.2%

Total Operating Budget  $   41,036,118  $   19,258,796  $   21,646,920 46.9%
41,036,118 

Capital Projects (multi-yr bdgt not 
shown) Budget Actual Balance % Expended

 Upper Conveyance Projects  $  1,094,000 112,116 981,884 10.2%
 Meters 50,000 0 50,000 0.0%
 Equipment 20,000 17,002 2,998 85.0%
 Security and SCADA 1,500,000 44,086 1,455,914 2.9%
 Tacoma Agreement 5,858,297 5,858,297 0 100.0%
 Capital Risk 480,000 0 480,000 0.0%
 IT Infrastructure 25,000 7,626 17,374 30.5%

Total CIP Budget  $  9,027,297  $  6,039,127  $  2,988,170 66.9%

Total Overall Budget  $   50,063,415  $   25,297,923 24,765,491 50.5%
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Cascade Water Alliance
Statement of Revenues and Expenditures

From 1/1/2021 Through 5/31/2021

Attachment 2

Operating Revenue
 Water sales  $  12,716,452 
 Administrative dues 3,382,456 
 Conservation program 243,248 

      Total Operating Revenue 16,342,156 
Operating Expenses
 Cost of water sold 5,978,527 
 Salaries and benefits 953,665 
 Professional services 620,689 
 Conservation program 15,400 
 Depreciation and amortization 1,257,151 
 Communication and public information 124,007 
 Office expenses 179,644 
 Operations 863,614 
 Bank charges 137 
 Rent 93,945 
 Maintenance 51,695 
 Dues and subscriptions 25,062 
 Miscellaneous 8,810 

      Total Operating Expenses 10,172,346 
Operating Income 6,169,810 
Non-Operating Revenue (Expenses)
 Interest income 263,627 
 Other income 9,807 
 Interest expense, net of amount capitalized (1,929,630)

      Total Non-Operating Revenue (Expenses) (1,656,197)
Capital Contributions
 Regional Capital Facilities Charges 2,508,380 

Increase in Net Assets 7,021,993 

Net Assets, Beginning of Year 107,818,205 

Net Assets, End of Year  $  114,840,198 
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Cascade Water Alliance
Statement of Net Position

As of 5/31/2021

Attachment 3

Assets
   Current Assets
      Cash and cash equivalents  $             20,520,675 
      Accounts receivable 9,512,252 
      Prepaid expenses 77,721 
         Total Current Assets 30,110,648 
   Capital Assets
      Equipment and furniture 1,992,730 
      Seattle water contract 22,267,611 
      Bellevue Issaquah pipeline 22,276,944 
      Tacoma water contract 119,740,687 
      Less accumulated depreciation and amortization (48,351,582)
         Total Capital Assets 117,926,390 
   Projects in process and assets not yet in service
      Lake Tapps 103,145,710 
      Tacoma Cascade pipeline 26,539,385 
         Total Projects in process and assets not yet in service 129,685,095 
   Restricted cash and cash equivalents 19,549,487 
      Total Assets 297,271,620 
Liabilities
   Current liabilities
      Payables and accrued liabilities 686,600 
      Retroactive water credit 1,806,104 
      Accrued interest 1,034,097 
      Long-term debt current portion
               Bonds Payable-Current Portion 6,625,000 
               Other 39,474 
            Total Long-term debt current portion 6,664,474 
         Total Current liabilities 10,191,275 
   Long-term Liabilities
      Long-term debt 95,298,422 
      Tacoma contract 65,967,545 
      Seattle contract 5,000,000 
      Bond premium, net of amortization 5,974,180 
         Total Long-term Liabilities 172,240,147 
      Total Liabilities 182,431,422 
Net Assets
               Restricted for debt service 86,257,272 
               Unrestricted 28,582,927 
      Total Net Assets 114,840,198 
Total Liabilities & Net Assets  $           297,271,620 
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Vendor
Contract 
number

Contract title
Cascade 
manager

Effective 
date

End date Status date
Percent 

work 
completed

Contract 
amount, 
including 

 Amount 
invoiced 

Percent 
invoiced

 Contract 
balance 

Access 
Telephone 
Solutions

1 Lake Tapps Phones C. Paulucci 5/25/2021 8/31/2021 6/11/2021 25%  $            15,253  $             7,626 50%  $            7,627 

Access 
Telephone 
Solutions

2 Powerhouse Cabling C. Paulucci 6/8/2021 8/31/2021 6/11/2021 10%  $            15,170  $ - 0%  $         15,170 

Clark Nuber 1 Financial Audit R. Hoffman 1/1/2021 N/A 6/11/2021 95%  $            63,500  $           50,150 79%  $         13,350 

Colehour and 
Cohen

1 Staffing for classes and events M. Brent 1/1/2021 12/31/20201 6/11/2021 20%  $            89,990  $             7,048 8%  $         82,942 

David Evans 1 On-call Land Surveyor H. Chen 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 30%  $            75,000  $           20,665 28%  $         54,335 
David McGrath 1 Irrigation Efficiency Assistance M. Brent 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 10%  $            20,500  $ - 0%  $         20,500 
Enrironmental 
Science Assoc 
(ESA)

1 Aquatic Plant Management H. Chen 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 10%  $            24,900  $             1,501 6%  $         23,399 

GeoEngineers 
Inc.

1 Dam Engineering/Hydrology/Geotech H. Chen 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 12%  $          150,000  $           14,167 9%  $       135,833 

Gordon Thomas 
Honeywell

1 State legislative outreach A. Bennett 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 36%  $            84,000  $           30,000 36%  $         54,000 

Herrera 
Environmental

2 WQ Monitoring Program H. Chen 8/19/2019 N/A 6/11/2021 80%  $          495,000  $         387,692 78%  $       107,308 

HDR 5 Water Forum Consulting R. Hoffman 3/10/2015 N/A 6/11/2021 90%  $            38,323  $           29,981 78%  $            8,342 

HDR 6 MMD Fish Passage Design Review H. Chen 12/1/2015 N/A 6/11/2021 95%  $          918,000  $         899,051 98%  $         18,949 
Jennergy 1 Website assistance A. Bennett 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 30%  $            15,000  $             4,190 28%  $         10,810 
Johansen 
Excavating

1 Emergency Headgate Repair H. Chen 5/5/2021 N/A 6/11/2021 10%  $          100,947  $ - 0%  $       100,947 

Langton Spieth 1 Community relations A. Bennett 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 42%  $            72,000  $           30,000 42%  $         42,000 
Long Building 
Tech

1 Security Maintenance H. Chen 8/12/2019 8/31/2021 6/11/2021 80%  $            55,000  $           48,350 88%  $            6,650 

MM Comfort 
Systems

1 Admin Building heat pump
J. 
Mickelson

1/22/2021 N/A 6/11/2021 25%  $            17,779  $ - 0%  $         17,779 

Nature Vision 1 Classroom Water Education M. Brent 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 35%  $            95,000  $           36,098 38%  $         58,902 
Pacifica Law 1 Legal Assistance H. Chen 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 12%  $            25,000  $ - 0%  $         25,000 
Parametrix 1 On Call Civ/Mech/Structural Eng H. Chen 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 25%  $          100,000  $           24,341 24%  $         75,659 

Production Post 1 WeNeedWater Video Production A. Bennett 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 35%  $            24,500  $             9,000 37%  $         15,500 

Puget Sound 
Energy

1 Water Efficiency Rebates M. Brent 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 20%  $            95,000  $           15,400 16%  $         79,600 

RH2 2 On-Call Electrical Engineering Srvs H. Chen 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 12%  $          100,000  $           11,338 11%  $         88,662 

RH2 1 Security and SCADA H. Chen 1/16/2020 N/A 6/11/2021 12%  $          347,000  $         214,059 62%  $       132,941 
RH2 3 Wholesale Master Meter Eval H. Chen 1/21/2020 3/31/2023 6/11/2021 12%  $            24,500  $ - 0%  $         24,500 

Robinson Noble 1 Water Audits E. Cebron 10/3/2019 N/A 6/11/2021 12%  $          135,060  $           46,189 34%  $         88,871 

Sazan 2 Solor Power Project M. Brent 5/25/2021 N/A 6/11/2021 5%  $            10,000  $ - 0%  $         10,000 
SC Words & 
Pictures Inc.

1 Design Services A. Bennett 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 20%  $            24,000  $             3,915 16%  $         20,085 

Seattle Public 
Utilities

1 Garden Hotline M. Brent 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 30%  $            11,000  $             2,875 26%  $            8,125 

SMC Consulting 1 Water Efficiency Consultant M. Brent 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 35%  $            24,500  $             7,725 32%  $         16,775 

Source Electric 
LLC

1 SCADA Improvements Project H. Chen 5/1/2021 2/1/2022 6/11/2021 0%  $          711,892  $ - 0%  $       711,892 

Sustainable 
Water

1 Teacher Fellows program M. Brent 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 25%  $            60,000  $           13,704 23%  $         46,296 

Tacoma-Pierce 
County

1 LakeWise A. Bennett 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 25%  $          120,000  $           25,516 21%  $         94,484 

TeamLogic IT 1 Info Technology Consulting C. Paulucci 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 35%  $            92,400  $           28,242 31%  $         64,158 
TechniArt 1 Website Orders M. Brent 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 12%  $            15,900  $             1,422 9%  $         14,478 
Tetra Tech 1 AWIA Risk and Resiliency M. Thung 11/18/2019 12/31/2020 6/11/2021 60%  $          700,000  $         414,948 59%  $       285,052 

Tilth Association 1 Garden Water Efficiency M. Brent 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 35%  $            24,500  $             7,733 32%  $         16,767 

United Rentals 1 Scissor Lift Purchase H. Chen 12/3/2021 N/A 6/11/2021 95%  $            17,000  $           17,000 100%  $ - 

USGS 1 Joint Funding Agre-Streamgaging
M. 
Gagliardo

1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 12%  $          327,000  $ - 0%  $       327,000 

Van Ness 
Feldman

1 General Counsel C. Paulucci 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 45%  $          800,000  $         349,768 44%  $       450,233 

Vanir 
Construction 
Management

1 On-call Construction Management J. Shimada 5/1/2021 12/31/2022 6/11/2021 5%  $          560,000  $ - 0%  $       560,000 

Veolia 1

White River-Lake Tapps Reservoir 
Project Operations and Maintenance 
Agreement $1,966,709 Fixed, 
$213,990 Var

J. Shimada 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 40%  $      2,180,699  $         840,875 39%  $    1,339,824 

Washington 
Crane and Hoist

1 Fish Screen Inspection J. Shimada 2/1/2021 N/A 6/11/2021 95%  $              1,950 0%  $            1,950 

Winterbauer and 
Diamond

1 Legal Assistance R. Hoffman 1/1/2021 12/31/2021 6/11/2021 12%  $            20,000  $ - 0%  $         20,000 

Consultant Contract Status Summary Attachment 4
Open contracts
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Vendor
Closed 

contract 
number

Contract title
Cascade 
manager

Effective 
Date

End date Status date
Percent 

work 
completed

 Contract 
amount, 

including 
amendments 

 Amount 
invoiced 

Percent 
invoiced

 Contract 
balance 

Lake Tapps 
Construction

1 Valve House Improvements H. Chen 12/2/2020 N/A 6/11/2021 100%  $            30,978  $           30,978 100%  $                     - 

Sazan 1 Solor Feasibility Study M. Brent 8/3/2020 N/A 6/11/2021 12%  $            50,000  $           50,000 100%  $                     - 

Closed Contracts
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WHOLESALE WATER GENERAL
WIRE Seattle Contract Payment  6/21 $2,562,225.00 29176 AT&T  FirstNet $405.94

$2,562,225.00 29178 Code Publishing Co. $155.10
29180 Comcast $516.64

CONSULTANTS 29181 Comcast $1,678.68
29168 RH2 Engineering, Inc. $1,328.81 29183 DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE $40,460.53
29169 Clark Nuber P.S. $18,000.00 29184 DIRECTV $87.99
29170 Herrera $7,263.88 29186 Lakemont Business Services Inc. $250.00
29171 Jennergy $1,000.00 29192 Verizon Wireless $225.05
29172 Pace Engineers, Inc. $2,202.25 29207 Comcast $555.97
29173 Van Ness Feldman, LLP $74,175.50 29210 JG 520 Building LLC $19,383.00
29191 TeamLogic IT of Bellevue, WA $5,920.00 29211 Lakemont Business Services Inc. $200.00
29196 Clark Nuber P.S. $12,650.00 29214 Pacific Office Automation $314.61
29198 Parametrix $14,951.24 29215 Verizon Wireless $225.05
29199 RH2 Engineering, Inc. $5,604.32 29220 Daily Journal of Commerce $222.95
29200 Robinson Noble $406.50 29228 Utilities Underground Location Cente $30.96
29208 David Evans and Associates Inc. $5,406.50 $64,712.47
29218 City of Kirkland $3,971.69
29222 Ethan Duvall $1,675.00 CONSERVATION
29223 Gordon Thomas Honeywell Govern.  Affair $7,000.00 29179 Colehour and Cohen $1,293.97
29225 Langton/Spieth $6,000.00 29188 Puget Sound Energy $5,012.50
29227 Tetra Tech $18,772.50 29189 Sustainability Ambassadors $4,420.00

$186,328.19 29201 Tilth Alliance $4,018.50
29202 SMC Consulting LLC $937.50

SALARY, BENEFITS AND EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENTS 29206 Christina Pfeiffer $350.00
Payroll (May) $114,946.83 29213 Nature Vision, Inc. $7,927.50

29175 AWC Employee Benefit Trust $18,248.70 $23,959.97
29182 BenefitMall, Inc. $76.00
29194 Vantagepoint 401 Plan $32,122.42 COMPUTER EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE
29195 Vantagepoint 457 Plan $19,616.06 29177 CN Software $2,898.68
29197 HRA VEBA Trust $1,078.00 $2,898.68
29209 Edward Cebron $432.41
29221 Joseph Mickelson $980.14 LAKE TAPPS

$187,500.56 29174 Veolia Water North America $171,019.72
29185 Honey Bucket $163.85

CONSTRUCTION 29187 Praxair Distribution Inc. $260.59
29193 Parametrix $7,987.50 29212 National Construction Rentals, Inc. $6,178.60
29203 Access Telephone Solutions, Inc. $6,928.66 29217 Brett A. Karhu $280.00
29204 HDR $5,195.29 29219 Curtis G. Filleau $350.00
29205 McClatchy Company LLC $433.51 29226 National Construction Rentals, Inc. $2,542.12

$20,544.96 29229 Veolia Water North America $163,892.42
$344,687.30

SPONSORSHIPS
29190 Lake Tapps 4th of July Fireworks Show $975.00 DESTROYED AND VOIDED CHECKS:
29216 The Chamber Collective $500.00
29224 Greater Issaquah Chamber of Commerce $3,500.00

$4,975.00

Total Warrants $835,607.13
Total Wires $2,562,225.00
Total warrants/wire transfers authorized for June 2021 $3,397,832.13

Attachment 5Payment Authorization Warrants and Wire Transfers 6/23/21

Approved: _____________________  Date: __________
Edward Cebron, Chief Economist/Treasurer

Approved: __________________  Date: ___________
Angela Birney, Secretary/Treasurer
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Attachment 6

Cascade Water Alliance
Monthly Treasurer's Report

May 2021

Rate US Bank
Operating Construction Bond RCFC Stabilization Payroll All

Fund Fund Fund Fund Fund Account Funds
Beginning Balances, May 1 15,258,740$    6,671,725$    11,497,629$    2,215,259$    2,127,097$   -$    37,770,450$    

Additions:
 Cash received 3,786,116$    3,931$    43,662$    1,240$    1,251$    -$    3,836,199$    
 Transfers from other Cascade funds -$    -$    832,467$    2,099,960$    -$    116,403$    3,048,829$    

 Total additions 3,786,116$    3,931$    876,129$    2,101,199$    1,251$    116,403$    6,885,028$    

Subtractions:
 Bank fees, payroll, and bond payments 400$    169$    609$    53$     54$    116,403$    117,688$    

  Warrants paid 318,976$    8,053$    -$    -$    -$    -$    327,029$    
 Wire and other electronic payments 1,281,113$    -$    -$    -$    -$    -$    1,281,113$    
 King Co. Investment Pool impairment (realized) -$    -$    -$    -$    -$    -$    -$    
 King Co. Investment Pool impairment (retained) (81)$    (165)$    (90)$    (114)$    (24)$    -$    (474)$    
 Transfers to other Cascade funds 3,048,829$    -$    -$    -$    -$    -$    3,048,829$    

 Total subtractions 4,649,238$    8,057$    518$    (61)$    30$    116,403$    4,774,185$    

Ending Balances, May 31, 2021 14,395,618$    6,667,599$    12,373,239$    4,316,519$    2,128,318$   -$    39,881,293$    

13



© 2021 Clark Nuber all materials included 
Seek permission for republishing

Presentation to the Finance & 
Management  Committee of

June 15, 2021

Mitch Hansen, CPA, CMA, CFE, CIA
Shareholder

mhansen@clarknuber.com
425.709.6697 

Agatha Dodek, CPA
Manager

adodek@clarknuber.com
425.709.4888 
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Financial Statement Audit for 
the Year Ended December 31, 

2020

GAO Yellow Book report Letter of Comments to Those 
Charged with Governance

Other Services

• Preparation of draft financial 
statements in conjunction with the 
audit

• Routine management advice, as 
requested

• RCFC AUP’s, as requested

Agreed-upon procedure 
engagements

• Quarterly “reconciliation” AUP’s

Service Scope & Deliverables for the Year Ended December 31, 2020

2
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Financial Statement Audit

Purpose
• Issue an opinion (“audit report”) that accompanies your annual financial statements
• Gives assurance to users of the financial statements (lenders, funders, Board of Directors, etc.) that the 

information you have reported in the financial statements is materially correct

3

Planning

• Operating 
environment

• Internal 
controls

Risk 
Assessment 

• Internal control 
evaluation 

• Brainstorming

• Determine 
materiality 

• Develop audit 
plan

Testing 
Procedures 

• Internal control 
testing

• Testing of 
financial 
statement 
balances and 
disclosures

• Fraud procedures 

• Complete all 
audit steps

Completion 

• Finalize audit 

• Discuss results 

• Issue reports

• Discuss required 
communications 

16



Areas of Financial Statement Audit Emphasis

Critical Audit Areas 

Infrastructure asset additions and capital 
improvements

Bond covenant compliance

Water contract accounting and disclosure

Bond refinance in 2020

Financial Statement Estimates 

Valuation of receivables

Fixed assets lives 

Functional allocation of expenses 

Internal Controls in the Following 
Areas:

Revenue, receivables, and cash receipts

Accounts payable, payroll, and related 
disbursements

Information technology

Financial reporting and closing

Entity level controls 

4
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• Unmodified opinion issued
• Indicates the financial statements are materially correct and we did 

not find any reason to modify our opinion

• Audit adjustments
• No auditor-proposed adjustments or uncorrected misstatements

• Internal control deficiencies
• No material weaknesses in accounting controls or information 

systems noted

• No Yellow Book findings

Financial Statement Audit Results This Year

5
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Best Practices and Other Recommendations
• None noted in the current year

Prior Year Comments (all implemented)
• Review third party attestation (SOC) reports

• Formal data classification policy

• Penetration testing (perform periodically)

• Create IT specific Security Policy document or add to employee handbook

• Create formal Change Management Policy (to document how changes that occur in the organization)

• Employees have overlapping access roles on the finance team and IT team (recommendation to monitor activity
from employees with overlapping access)

Comments and Recommendations

6
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Other Required Communications

Professional standards established by the AICPA require independent auditors to communicate certain matters directly to thosecharged 
with governance. This report presents a brief explanation of each of the communication requirements and our response as it relates to your 
organization.

Items to be Communicated Auditor’s Response

Auditor’s responsibility under U.S. Auditing Standards. Communicated in engagement letter.

Representations requested from management. Communicated in representation letter.

Significant difficulties encountered during audit. None.

Disagreements  with management. None.

Major issues discussed prior to retention. None.

Consultation with other accountants. None we are aware of.

Fraud or noncompliance with laws and regulations. No such matters came to our attention.

Consideration of entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. No such matters require disclosure.

Other information in documents containing audited financial 
statements.

We are not aware of any plans to include the audited financial 
statements in other documents.

Qualitative aspects of accounting practices. Policies and procedures and estimates are consistent with prior 
years and with practices we see at similar organizations.

Significant audit issues. No matters were discussed.

7
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Looking Ahead: New FASB Standards

8

• Lessees to recognize all leases as intangible 
asset and lease liability on the balance sheet.

• Lessors to recognize all leases as lease 
receivable and deferred inflow of resource, and 
continue to report leased asset in financials

GASB 87 
(Leases) -

effective 2022

• No longer capitalize interest incurred during 
construction projects.

• Early adoption encouraged

GASB 89 
(Interest)2021
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Top Risks for 2021 Top Risks for 2030

1. Pandemic-related policies and regulations impact on business performance 1. Adoption of digital technologies may require new skills or significant efforts to
upskill/reskill existing employees

2. Economic conditions constrain growth opportunities 2. Impact on regulatory change and scrutiny of operational resilience, product
and services

3. Pandemic-related market conditions reduce customer demand 3. Rapid speed of disruptive innovation may outpace our ability to compete

4. Adoption of digital technologies may require new skills or significant efforts to
upskill/reskill existing employees

4. Succession challenges, ability to attract and retain talent

5. Privacy/identity management of information security 5. Privacy/identity management of information security

6. Cyber threats 6. Substitute products or services may arise that affect business model

7. Impact on regulatory change and scrutiny of operational resilience, product
and services

7. Sustaining customer (donor) loyalty and retention may be difficult as
preferences and demographics shift

8. Succession challenges, ability to attract and retain talent 8. Ability to compete with “born digital” and other competitors

9. Resistance to change in operations and business model 9. In ability to utilize data analytics and “big data” to achieve market intelligence
and increase productivity and efficiency

10. Ability to compete with “born digital” and other competitors 10. Cyber threats

9

Protiviti Study: Top 10 Risks 
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Not-for-Profit Board Members: Roles, Responsibilities, and 
Legal Issues 
Original Air Date: Tues, October 13, 2020
Presenters: Vincent Stevens, Clark Nuber PS |Nancy McGlamery, 
Adler & Colvin

CLICK HERE FOR RECORDING 

Best Practices for Overseeing, Evaluating, and Hiring a Not-for-
Profit Executive Director 
Original Air Date: Tues, October 27, 2020
Presenters: Christine Martin, The Valtas Group | Ed Rogan, The 
Valtas Group

CLICK HERE FOR RECORDING

Fundamentals of Not-for-Profit Financial Matters
Original Air Date: Tues, November 10, 2020
Presenters: Andrew Prather, Clark Nuber PS | Sarah Wine, Clark 
Nuber PS

CLICK HERE FOR RECORDING

What Board Members Need to Know About Their Role in Fundraising 
Original Air Date: Thurs, December 3, 2020
Presenters: Jim Shapiro, The Better Fundraising Co.

CLICK HERE FOR RECORDING

Fundamentals of the IRS Form 990 
Original Air Date: Tues, December 15, 2020
Presenters: Kathryn Okimoto, Clark Nuber PS

CLICK HERE FOR RECORDING

The Board’s Role with Operating Reserves and Resilience 
Original Air Date: Tues, January 12, 2021
Presenters: Lauren L. Thomas, Hopelink | Susan Lansverk, University Prep

CLICK HERE FOR RECORDING 

The Essentials for Board Members Webinar Series Recordings

10
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https://vimeo.com/467913823/04189a1efc
https://vimeo.com/472754588/34b4de274e
https://vimeo.com/477751213/f685b53546
https://vimeo.com/486973754/6025e6b3fe
https://vimeo.com/491344720/e0602133b8
https://vimeo.com/499785348/a9b517fb55


Your Engagement Team

Mitch Hansen, CPA, CMA, 
CFE, CIA

Shareholder

mhansen@clarknuber.com

Agatha Dodek, CPA

Manager

adodek@clarknuber.com

Lauren Hausner, CPA

Senior

lhausner@clarknuber.com

Sally Sun

Associate

ssun@clarknuber.com

Maris Thompson

Associate

mthompson
@clarknuber.com
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About  Clark Nuber

Located in Bellevue, WA

200+ Employees

“Inside Public Accounting” top 
100 accounting firm in the 
nation

Services: Audits, Reviews, & 
Compilations; Tax Compliance 
& Planning; International, 
State, & Local Tax Services; 
CFO, Bookkeeping, & 
Accounting Services; IT audits 
and more. 

Named one of the best places 
to work, Locally & Nationally

26 Shareholders

Serve: Not-for-Profit & Public 
Sector, Privately Held & Family 
Owned Businesses, and High Net 
Worth Individuals 

65+ Years in Existence

12
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Item No. 7a 
June 23, 2021 

MEETING MINUTES OF THE 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
VIA ZOOM 

MAY 26, 2021 
1. CALL TO ORDER
At 3:34 p.m. Chair Stokes called the meeting to order. Board Members confirmed that they received 
the meeting materials and could hear the speakers clearly. 

2. ROLL CALL
Board Members Present:  the City of Bellevue (Stokes), the City of Issaquah (Pauly1), the
City of Kirkland (Sweet), the City of Redmond (Birney2), the City of Tukwila (Ekberg),
Sammamish Plateau Water & Sewer District (Warren), and Skyway Water and Sewer District
(Ault) were present.
Board Alternate Present:  the City of Redmond (Anderson)

3. PUBLIC COMMENT
None.

4. EXECUTIVE SESSION
None.

5. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Motion by Mr. Ault and second by Ms. Sweet to approve the meeting agenda as presented.  
Motion carried unanimously (5-0). 

6. CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
Ray Hoffman reviewed items from the Chief Executive Officer’s Report that was included in the 
Board packet. He also discussed the need to inform Member Boards/Councils about Cascade’s 
supply mission and strategy as context for the WSDF implementation. 

7. CONSENT ACTION ITEM
A. Board Meeting Minutes for April 28, 2021.

B. Motion to authorize the Chief Executive Officer to execute an amendment to the existing
contract with Parametrix Inc., to provide on-call civil, mechanical, and structural
engineering services, increasing the total maximum contract amount by $100,000.

1 Joined at 3:45 p.m. 
2 Joined at 3:40 p.m. 26



C. Motion to authorize the Chief Executive Officer to execute a contract with the lowest
responsive bidder for the Fish Screen Crane project in an amount not to exceed
$240,000.

Motion by Ms. Birney and second by Ms. Sweet to approve Consent Action Items A-C as 
presented in the Board Packet.  Motion carried unanimously (7-0). 

8. OTHER ACTION ITEMS
None.

9. STAFF PRESENTATIONS
None.

10. COMMITTEE REPORTS

A. Executive Committee – No meetings held.

B. Finance & Management Committee – Meeting held May 18, 2021. The meeting recap
was included in the Board packet.

C. Public Affairs Committee – Meeting held May 5, 2021. The meeting recap was included in
the Board packet.

D. Resource & Management Committee – Meeting held May 13, 2021. The meeting recap
was included in the Board packet.

11. NEW BUSINESS
None.

12. NEXT REGULAR MEETING
The next regular Board meeting will be held on June 30, 2021, at 3:30 p.m.

13. ADJOURN
The meeting adjourned at 4:02 p.m.

APPROVED BY: 

________________________________ 
John Stokes, Chair  

________________________________ 
Penny Sweet, Vice-Chair 
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Item No.7b 
June 23, 2021 

AGENDA MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT 

Motion to authorize the Chief Executive Officer to enter into a contract to perform herbicide 
treatment for control of aquatic vegetation in the Lake Tapps Reservoir in an amount not to 
exceed $110,000. 

BACKGROUND 

Cascade performs aquatic vegetation control as part of its ordinary maintenance of the Lake 
Tapps Reservoir. Each year, Cascade’s limnology consultant (currently Environmental Science 
Associates, or “ESA”) recommends proposed areas and methods of control based on 
observations from the prior year and boat survey of milfoil growth in the spring of the current 
year. For 2021, Cascade has decided to use chemical treatment to control milfoil in the 
reservoir.   

Cascade would like to apply herbicide treatment early in the summer season. Cascade and ESA 
conducted a boat survey on June 2, 2021, which allows ESA to make recommendations for 
herbicide treatment this summer, including: (1) areas of treatment, (2) treatment product(s), and 
(3) application methods. All three criteria inform the scope of work necessary to determine a
cost estimate and enter into a contract with a firm to perform herbicide treatment.

In order to begin herbicide treatment in July 2021, Cascade would like to begin contract 
negotiations with Aquatechnex as soon as the scope of work has been finalized. If contract 
negotiations are successful, Cascade would enter into a contract with Aquatechnex to perform 
herbicide treatment for 2021. The total requested contract authorization is a not-to-exceed 
amount of $110,000 (inclusive of Washington State sales tax and reserve for contingency).   

PROCUREMENT PROCESS 

Aquatic vegetation control of the Lake Tapps Reservoir is Ordinary Maintenance, and Cascade 
may use the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) process to select a firm to conduct this work. In 
2017 Cascade requested competitive bids for the work and determined that Aquatechnex was 
the most qualified and lowest bidder. Cascade has been consistently satisfied with 
Aquatechnex’s application of herbicide treatment on the Lake Tapps Reservoir.   

If contract negotiations with Aquatechnex are not successful, Cascade would request bids from 
at least two additional qualified firms and enter into a contract to perform herbicide treatment for 
control of aquatic vegetation in the Lake Tapps Reservoir based on the requested contract 
authorization of a not-to-exceed amount of $110,000 (inclusive of tax and reserve for 
contingency). 

FISCAL IMPACT 

The requested contract authorization is for a not-to-exceed amount of $110,000, inclusive of 
Washington State sales tax and reserve for contingency. 
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Budget Line 2021 
Budget 

Spent and 
Committed 

to Date 

Available 
2021 

Budget 

This 
Action 

2019 Remaining 
Balance 

Milfoil Control and 
Vegetation Mgmt. $165,000 $0 $165,000 $110,000 $55,000 

OPTIONS 

1. Authorize the Chief Executive Officer to enter into a contract to perform herbicide treatment
for control of aquatic vegetation in the Lake Tapps Reservoir in an amount not to exceed
$110,000.

2. Do not authorize the Chief Executive Officer to enter a contract to perform herbicide
treatment for control of aquatic vegetation in the Lake Tapps Reservoir and provide
alternate direction to staff.

RECOMMENDED ACTION 

Authorize the Chief Executive Officer to enter into a contract to perform herbicide treatment for 
control of aquatic vegetation in the Lake Tapps Reservoir in an amount not to exceed $110,000. 

ATTACHMENTS 

None. 
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SUMMARY OF CASCADE’S 
PAST AND PRESENT WATER 

SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

Item No. 8b 
June 23, 2021
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CASCADE’S PAST 

Cascade’s First Decade: Securing Water Supply 
Cascade Water Alliance was created April 1, 1999, with members Bellevue, Kirkland, Issaquah, Redmond, 
Tukwila, Sammamish Plateau Water, Skyway Water and Sewer District, and Covington Water District1 as a 
watershed management partnership. The cities and districts formed Cascade to ensure a voice and a vote in 
future water decisions. This followed indications from the City of Seattle (Seattle) that suburban utilities might 
not receive future water supplies or would be required to bear the full cost of any new water supply 
development.  

Cascade’s number one mission was to acquire water to meet the current and future demand of its members. 
The demand forecast in Cascade’s first Transmission and Supply Plan (TSP) in 2004 used a method of 
combining the demands provided by individual members. Like many other water utilities in the region, over 
the course of time these demand estimates proved to be greater than actual demand.  

The initial demand estimate led to a series of decisions to acquire long-term supply: 

• Seattle Contract – In 2003, Cascade signed a “take or pay” declining block agreement with Seattle
for 30.3 million gallons per day (MGD) of water through 2024. The take-or-pay aspect meant
Cascade paid Seattle regardless of the amount of water used. In 2008 the agreement was amended
to add another 3 MGD from 2009-2017 and an additional 2 MGD from 2018-2023.

• Tacoma Contract – In 2005, Cascade signed an agreement with Tacoma which included a
progressive take-or-pay for 4 MGD of permanent supply and 6 MGD of temporary supply.

• Bellevue-Issaquah Pipeline – In 2004, Cascade purchased the Bellevue-Issaquah Pipeline (BIP) to
deliver water to Issaquah and Sammamish Plateau.

• White River-Lake Tapps Reservoir – In 2009 Cascade purchased the White River-Lake Tapps
Reservoir system from Puget Sound Energy (PSE) as the key element of Cascade’s long-term water
supply portfolio. As a potential source of municipal water, this not only provided an insurance policy
for future needs but also allowed Cascade members to be a part of future regional water supply
decisions.

Early in its negotiations with PSE, Cascade and Pierce County signed a memorandum of
understanding agreeing to work together to maintain the Reservoir’s value as a recreational,
economic and environmental asset. This included managing land use, water quality, lake levels,
recreational activities and safety. Although this MOU is not binding, the intent is for the Lake Tapps
Reservoir to be maintained as a public recreational asset regardless of whether and when it is
developed as a source of municipal supply.

Several stakeholder groups raised concerns and opposition to Cascade’s intended use of the Lake
Tapps Reservoir. To resolve these concerns, Cascade worked collaboratively with stakeholders and
entered into a series of agreements, key conditions of which were included in the water right permits
issued to Cascade. (One-page summaries of the agreements below and other key agreements are
attached.)

o Muckleshoot and Puyallup Tribes – The White River Management Agreement ensured
protection of fish, enhanced habitat, municipal water supply and recreation in the White
River-Lake Tapps Reservoir system through the establishment of the White River minimum

1 Cascade’s original members also briefly included Mercer Island, Woodinville Water District, Duvall, and Olympic View 
who withdrew prior to signing the Seattle block contract. Covington withdrew in 2012. 
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flow and diversion requirements. In addition, settlement agreements with each of the Tribes 
enabled Cascade and the Tribes to avoid litigation over claims. 

o Homeowners – The Lake Tapps Community Agreement required Cascade to maintain lake
levels at a certain range for recreational use, with exceptions for operational needs and
weather conditions. Cascade agreed to keep lake levels in a range from elevation 541.5 to
543 feet from April 15 through September 30, for 30 years, or until the use of the Lake Tapps
Reservoir for municipal water supply starts, whichever is later.

o The Four Cities – Auburn, Bonney Lake, Buckley and Sumner were concerned that
Cascade’s eventual use of the Lake Tapps Reservoir for municipal water supply would
impact their water supply. The Four Cities Agreement gave the cities options for water
supply to help them meet their water needs. To purchase Regional Reserved Water, the
cities must exercise the option by 2030.

• Lake Tapps Reservoir Water Right Permits – In 2010, the Washington State Department of Ecology
(Ecology) issued Cascade water right permits to develop the Lake Tapps Reservoir for municipal
drinking water. While the typical development period for perfecting water rights is 20 years or less,
Cascade’s development period is 50 years, with the following development schedule:

o December 31, 2040 – begin construction.
o 15 years after start of construction – complete construction.
o December 31, 2060 – full use of the water supply.

Cascade also made a permanent donation of 684,571 acre-feet of water to the State’s Trust Water 
Rights Program. An additional 154,751 acre-feet of water was donated on a temporary basis through 
2033. The Trust keeps water in the White River for the benefit of fish, wildlife and the natural 
environment without impacting lake levels or instream flows. 

Another component of Cascade’s supply portfolio is members’ independent supplies. Members are required 
to have their water system and independent supply audited by Cascade for: (1) determining Cascade’s 
supply obligation to that member; (2) recognizing when the member has lost independent supply; and (3) 
allocating credits against the member’s RCFC for its independent supply. Independent supply production is 
relied on when planning future supplies, including the Lake Tapps Reservoir. The audits help determine 
when that source may be needed. 

Cascade’s Second Decade: Stewardship 
The purchase of Lake Tapps Reservoir provided certainty of future water supply with a flexible supply 
portfolio. With its options for long-term water supply now secured, Cascade moved into a period of focusing 
on stewardship of its finances, infrastructure and other assets.  

In 2011, the Washington Legislature passed the Joint Municipal Utilities Services Act. Cascade developed 
and promoted the legislation in support of improved regional governance. The Act authorized the formation 
of municipal corporations to perform water, wastewater, and stormwater services. Municipal corporations 
could be composed of individual counties, cities, towns, and special purpose districts that collectively could 
more effectively and efficiently serve their customers. In 2012 Cascade’s Board adopted the Joint Municipal 
Utilities Services Agreement (JMUSA) and converted Cascade from a watershed management partnership to 
a municipal corporation and the State’s first joint municipal utility services authority.  

Demand and Water Contracts.  In 2012 Cascade completed its second TSP as required by State law. The 
new TSP incorporated a more realistic demand forecast based on analysis conducted in 2009. The forecast 
applied detailed demographic data, used the regional Growth Management Plan population and employment 
forecasts from the Puget Sound Regional Council, and included conservation assumptions as a basis for 
projecting water demand. The graphic below provides a comparison of the 2004 and 2012 TSP demand 
forecasts.   
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The new demand information, coupled with the acquisition of the Lake Tapps Reservoir, allowed Cascade to 
successfully renegotiate its contracts with Seattle and Tacoma. The amended contracts resulted in 
significant monetary savings for Cascade. 

• Tacoma Contract Amendment–The 2012 amended agreement reduced Cascade’s payments,
allowed the resale of purchased capacity, and provided supply availability of 8 MGD through 2042.
Per the amended agreement, Cascade sold some extra capacity to Auburn and Bonney Lake.
However, the window for marketing any extra capacity has now closed. Payments to Tacoma will
continue until 2042 with a major decline after 2029. The payment reductions, plus the resale of
water, resulted in $30M in savings.

• Seattle Contract Amendment – The 2013 amendment extended the supply term of the agreement by
15 years until 2039 and enabled further extensions. It also eliminated the second step of the
supplemental supply, capping Cascade’s supply at 33.3 MGD. In 2040, the contract supply begins to
decline, and in 2064, the contract expires unless it is extended. The savings amounted to $60M.

Infrastructure Investments.  Over the past decade, Cascade has invested $25M-$30M to restore the 
integrity of the White River-Lake Tapps Reservoir system. The assets Cascade purchased from PSE were 
more than 100 years old and in need of major repair or replacement. Their original use was hydroelectric 
power production, requiring Cascade to upgrade the assets and modify operations. In 2014-2015, Cascade 
lowered the Lake Tapps Reservoir from the recreational level of 541.5 feet elevation to around 500 feet to 
allow crews to safely walk inside the pipes and complete a condition assessment. The assessment resulted 
in a list of capital improvements ranked in order of urgency, from “Immediate” to “Future Needs”. A number of 
the projects Cascade completed during this time reduced the risk of imminent failure, such as replacing the 
timber flume. 
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Programmatic Investments. In addition to investing in its assets and infrastructure, Cascade has also 
implemented several programs to maintain its operating agreements and protect the Lake Tapps Reservoir 
for future municipal use:  

• Water efficiency is a critical part of Cascade’s water management strategy. It makes the best use of
existing water supplies before developing the Lake Tapps Reservoir and reduces future demand.
Since 2004, Cascade has developed a robust water efficiency program, which includes rebates,
retrofits, and technical expertise to achieve significant savings. Additionally, Cascade has
implemented several education and empowerment programs that help community members better
understand the value of water and the role they can play in conserving and protecting the resource.

• Cascade and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) have had a joint agreement since 2010 for USGS
to operate and maintain 11 gages that monitor minimum flows and ramping rates as required by
Cascade’s water rights permit and the White River Management Agreement.

• Cascade’s water quality activities in the Lake Tapps Reservoir helps ensure that when water is taken
for municipal drinking water supply, it will be treated to meet or exceed all federal, state and local
standards. One example is the TappsWise Program, a partnership with the Tacoma Pierce County
Health Department to provide outreach to homeowners regarding the importance of maintaining
septic tanks and practicing natural yard care. Another is Cascade’s annual milfoil treatment program.
Milfoil is a non-native and invasive aquatic plant, and although it is a non-regulated weed in Pierce
County, Cascade manages milfoil to keep the Reservoir clean and healthy.
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CASCADE’S PRESENT 

Today Cascade is in a continued period of stewardship while actively planning for its long-term future. 

Infrastructure and Programmatic Investments. Cascade continues to keep the White River-Lake Tapps 
Reservoir system functioning to meet regulatory requirements and operating agreements while preparing for 
future municipal water use. Over the next decade, Cascade has programmed roughly $30 million in capital 
and maintenance projects to protect existing assets from failure. These include the following projects: 

• The Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) and Security project involves a
comprehensive upgrade and replacement of outdated instrumentation and control systems that were
originally designed for PSE’s hydropower production.

• The Headworks Intake Modifications project is the third phase of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’
Mud Mountain Dam Fish Passage Facility project and will improve how water is diverted from the
White River to the Lake Tapps Reservoir and will reduce sediment and debris diversion.

• Several valve replacement projects are planned for the upcoming years: 1) the six-foot gate valve
located in Wolslegal Basin enables Cascade to drain the basin for sediment removal; 2) a 60-inch
energy dissipating cone valve in the outlet structure allows flow to transition from two 10-foot
pressurized pipes to an open canal that leads to the Lake Tapps Reservoir; and 3) a relief valve in
the Powerhouse enables water to be released to the tailrace and then back to the White River.

• Three dikes are scheduled for major improvements in the next few years to improve seismic
resiliency and reduce seepage.

Cascade also continues to invest in its water quality and water efficiency program as well as other resource 
management activities.  

• The two-year water quality monitoring and sampling program is about half-way done. The data being
collected and analyzed will help inform water quality policies and procedures for future municipal
water use.

• The water efficiency program continues to benefit thousands of residents, businesses, schools, and
public agencies through a variety of education and outreach activities, training, and replacement of
old fixtures and equipment.

• In early 2021, Cascade completed a solar power feasibility study which concluded that the
Powerhouse is a good candidate for solar power development. Since green energy production is
likely to be required when Cascade begins construction of a future water treatment plant, the
Powerhouse project will help inform how best to include solar energy generation in the plant.

Regional Partnerships. Because the White River-Lake Tapps Reservoir system has multiple uses for 
multiple stakeholders in the region, Cascade has actively managed the White River-Lake Tapps system to 
meet a variety of public interests. Efforts include collaborating on other agencies’ projects and evaluating 
regional use of Cascade’s water right permits.   

• Cascade is currently collaborating with the City of Sumner and the BNSF Railway Company on
environmental restoration and the construction of a railroad staging yard on a 170-acre site along
the lower White River. The project site intersects with Cascade’s tailrace but will not impact
Cascade’s ability to provide future municipal water.

• As part of the City of Sumner’s restoration project, Cascade and the City have been in discussion
over the use of Regional Reserved Water and tailrace water as supporting mitigation for the City’s
pending water rights application with Ecology.
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• Cascade is also in discussion with Ecology about the potential purchase of Cascade water to
provide permit-exempt well mitigation in the Puyallup-White River basin as part of Ecology’s
streamflow restoration program required under state law.

Financial Stewardship. The development of the Lake Tapps Reservoir for municipal supply will impose 
substantial challenges both in terms of executing a major capital program and bearing the cost of 
development and operation of that source of supply. Development costs are estimated to be about $800 
million and operating costs are estimated to exceed $6 million per year, all in current costs. To help address 
these challenges, Cascade has implemented several financial strategies: 

• Regional capital facilities charges (RCFCs) are charges for new or expanded water connections and
its revenues are used to repay debt and fund capital projects. Cascade’s current RCFC is $6,807 per
equivalent residential unit, of which a large part is based on developing the Lake Tapps Reservoir.  All
RCFC revenues are currently dedicated to the capital construction program.

• Cascade’s long-range financial forecast includes rate increases to members that are significantly
higher than current rates. In 2021 and 2022, the adopted average rate increases are 2.2% per year.
With advance planning, the projected rate increase for 2035-2041 rises to 9.8% per year to build up
the cash needed to help meet Cascade’s debt-financing fiscal policy of 80% debt to 20% equity.
Without advance planning, those increases would average 20%.

• Cascade is in the process of implementing the Water Supply Development Fund as a key part of the
water supply financial plan. The Fund defines a policy structure for cash accumulation to help pay for
development of Lake Tapps Reservoir. This is needed because rate increases alone will be
insufficient to meet Cascade’s 80/20 debt-financing policy. Contributions to the Fund will come from
several one-time and recurring sources such as underspending the annual operating budget, higher
than budgeted RCFC revenues, and savings from bond refunding.

Members have the option to leave Cascade. Doing so requires providing Cascade with the member’s 
allocable share of costs, such as bond and contract obligations and fixed operating costs. The allocable 
share of costs is determined by the Board. In 2012 Covington Water District exercised this option and paid 
roughly $6M in departure fees. The table below provides a current summary of the buyout amount for each 
member using a comparable method. However, the actual buy-out amounts will be based on the Board’s 
policy direction at such time. 

Projected 2020- 2100 Member Payments (Present Value Summary @ 5.75%) 

 Member Member Charges 
Excluding RCFCs RCFCs Total 

 Bellevue  $339,792,081 $17,521,665 $357,313,747 
 Issaquah  $42,561,826 $10,125,855 $52,687,681 
 Kirkland  $94,540,371 $9,113,270 $103,653,641 
 Redmond  $125,068,161 $13,997,294 $139,065,455 
 Sammamish Plateau Water $37,931,783 $17,521,665 $55,453,448 
 Skyway WSD  $7,181,540 $253,146 $7,434,686 
 Tukwila  $41,199,197 $759,439 $41,958,636 
 Total $688,274,959 $69,292,334 $757,567,294 

Supply, Demand, Water Right Permits and Water Contracts. Cascade is at a crucial juncture in planning 
for the future water supply needs of its members. Demand and supply forecasts have changed significantly 
since Cascade was issued its water right permits in 2010 and since it developed its demand forecast for the 
2012 TSP. This has led Cascade to pause and evaluate alternative scenarios for development of the Lake 
Tapps Reservoir.  
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As noted earlier, the development schedule in Cascade’s water right permits requires construction of Lake 
Tapps Reservoir to start no later than December 31, 2040. Analysis of current conditions shows that regional 
supplies, if made available to Cascade, remain sufficient to defer construction of the Reservoir beyond 2040. 
Table 1 shows Cascade’s current demand forecast compared to the forecast in Ecology’s report when it 
issued Cascade its permits. 

Table 1 – Comparison of Cascade Demand Forecasts (Average Day Demand in MGD) 

YEAR 2010 Ecology Report Current Forecast 
2010 41 32.2* 
2020 44 34.7* 
2030 49 37.7 
2040 54 39.2 
2050 60 40.9 
2060 69 42.6 

*Actual demand

In addition to the updated demand forecast, the most current three-county central Puget Sound water system 
plan forecasts show a continued abundance of supply in 2060. Since its formation, Cascade has had a 
strategy of using available regional wholesale supply contracts to “bridge” Cascade’s demand requirements 
until the Lake Tapps Reservoir is brought on-line. Continuing with this strategy, Cascade has reached out to 
Seattle to discuss extending its water supply contract. Discussions are likely to begin in early 2022 after 
Seattle renegotiates its full-and partial contracts with its other wholesale customers. Cascade is also 
beginning to explore a path to contracting with Tacoma in the event a contract extension with Seattle is 
unsuccessful. 

A key component of getting an extended contract with Seattle or a new contract with Tacoma is securing an 
extension of Cascade’s water right permits development schedule. Without a permit extension, Cascade is 
obligated to begin construction of the Lake Tapps Reservoir by 2040. This requires Cascade to begin 
planning in earnest in the late 2020’s for property acquisition, permitting, design of transmission pipes and 
pumps, a treatment plant and other infrastructure. Given this, with the Board’s approval, Cascade is 
submitting a request to Ecology to extend its development schedule by 25 years. If approved, Cascade will 
need to begin construction of the Lake Tapps Reservoir by 2065 and provide full use by 2085. 
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SUMMARY OF AGREEMENTS 
Agreement Primary Objective Implications for Future Decisions 

Regarding Lake Tapps Reservoir 
1. Joint Municipal

Utility Services
Agreement

Establishes Cascade as a joint municipal 
utility services authority and a municipal 
corporation of the State to improve its 
ability to exercise essential government 
functions on behalf of its Members. 

As long as Cascade provides water to 
Members, regardless of the source of 
supply, JMUSA lays out Cascade’s operating 
and financial  parameters.  

2. Water Right
Permits Summary

Allows Cascade to develop the Lake Tapps 
Reservoir for municipal water supply. 

After the water right permits were issued in 
2010, circumstances and planning 
assumptions changed. Current and 
forecasted conditions indicate there will be 
an abundance of supply in the central 
Puget Sound region through 2060. Given 
this, Cascade is pursuing an extension of 
the development schedule for Lake Tapps 
Reservoir with Ecology. A permit extension 
is critical to Cascade’s ability to negotiate a 
contract extension with Seattle or 
negotiate a new contract with Tacoma, 
which would defer development of the 
Reservoir. Without an extension, Cascade 
will need to start planning for the 
development of Lake Tapps Reservoir 
between 2025 and 2030 in order to start 
construction in 2040. 

3. White River
Management
Agreement with
the Puyallup and
Muckleshoot
Tribes

Settled disputes with the Muckleshoot 
Indian Tribe and Puyallup Tribe of Indians 
and gained their support for the water right 
applications. Establishes flow regime of 
minimum instream flows and associated 
activities such as flow monitoring, gaging, 
fall drawdown and spring refill plans, etc. 

Cascade needs to continue to meet 
Minimum Instream Flows, water quality 
requirements and other conditions in the 
Agreement as long as it is diverting water 
from the White River. 

4. Muckleshoot
Tribe Settlement
Agreement 

Settled disputes with the Muckleshoot 
Indian Tribe (MIT) to gain their support for 
water right applications and funds for past 
costs, capital projects and operations, 
thereby avoiding litigation over claims. 

After 2057, Cascade may need to provide 
further mitigation funding to compensate 
for continuing project impacts on aquatic 
resources of the White River.  This cost has 
not been included in financial planning to 
date. 

5. Puyallup Tribe
Settlement 
Agreement 

Settled disputes with the Puyallup Tribe of 
Indians (PTI) to gain their support for water 
right applications and funds for past costs, 
capital projects and operations, thereby 
avoiding litigation over claims. 

After 2046, Cascade may need to provide 
further mitigation funding to compensate 
for continuing project impacts on aquatic 
resources of the White River. This cost has 
not been included in financial planning to 
date. 

6. Four Cities
Agreement 

Provides the Four Cities (Auburn, Bonney 
Lake, Buckley and Sumner) with options to 
help them meet their water supply needs 
and provide assurance that there is a venue 
to address potential negative impacts from 
Cascade’s supply operations.  

The purchase of Regional Reserved Water 
or Tailrace water by one or more of the 
Four Cities would not negatively impact 
Cascade from a future water supply 
standpoint and would generate positive 
financial benefits for Cascade. 
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Agreement Primary Objective Implications for Future Decisions 
Regarding Lake Tapps Reservoir 

7. Lake Tapps
Community
Agreement 

Settled disputes that caused the Lake Tapps 
Community to oppose Cascade’s water 
right applications.  The Community 
supported the water right applications in 
return for Cascade’s commitment to 
maintain the reservoir at recreational lake 
levels or “Normal Full Pool” (541.5’ to 543’ 
elevation) from April 15 through 
September 30.  

Cascade needs to continue to maintain 
recreational lake levels from April 15 
through September 30 pre- and post-
development of Lake Tapps Reservoir as a 
source of drinking water supply. 

If Cascade chooses to sell all or part of its 
Lake Tapps Reservoir assets, Lake Tapps 
Community has the right of first offer. 

8. Pierce County
Water Supply and
Recreation MOU

Establishes a cooperative working 
relationship between Cascade and Pierce 
County regarding management of Lake 
Tapps Reservoir as a public water supply 
project and a recreational facility. 

Although this MOU is not binding, the 
intent is for Lake Tapps Reservoir to be 
maintained as a public recreational asset 
regardless of whether and when it is 
developed as a source of municipal supply. 

9. Seattle Water
Sale Agreement

Provides for the purchase of a combined 
Base and Supplemental block of water from 
Seattle through 2063, with the total supply 
beginning to decline in 2040 

If Cascade can negotiate a contract 
extension with Seattle and can receive a 
water rights permit extension from 
Department of Ecology, it will be able to 
defer development of Lake Tapps 
Reservoir. If Cascade is unable to negotiate 
a contract extension, it will need to pursue 
a new supply contract with Tacoma or 
begin building out Lake Tapps Reservoir. 

10. Tacoma Water
Sale Agreement

Provides Cascade with up to 8 MGD of 
water through 2042 with lower payments 
than were stipulated in the original 2005 
agreement. Also allows for the sale of extra 
capacity to the Four Cities. 

If Cascade were to take delivery of water 
from Tacoma as a bridge prior to 
developing Lake Tapps Reservoir as a 
source of water supply, it would first need 
to complete construction of the Tacoma-
Cascade Pipeline (TCP), its appurtenances 
and other infrastructure. Once Lake Tapps 
Reservoir is developed, the TCP could 
continue to be used to deliver Lake Tapps 
municipal supply to Members.  

11. Membership
Audit Acceptance
Agreements

Requires an audit of each Member’s water 
system and independent supply for: (1) 
determining Cascade’s supply obligation to 
that Member; (2) recognizing when the 
Member has lost independent supply; and 
(3) allocating credits against the Member’s
RCFC for its independent supply.

Member independent supply production is 
relied on when planning future supplies 
including Lake Tapps Reservoir.  This 
Agreement helps determine when that 
source may be needed. 

Links to each of the agreements in their entirety can be found on Cascade’s website: 
https://cascadewater.org/about/about-cascade/members/for-cascade-members-only/. 
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1. JOINT MUNICIPAL UTILITY SERVICES AGREEMENT

Parties to the Agreement: Cascade and Current Member Agencies 
Agreement Date: March 28, 2012 
Expiration Date: n/a 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF AGREEMENT 
Establishes Cascade as a joint municipal utility services authority and a municipal corporation of the State to 
improve its ability to exercise essential government functions on behalf of its Members. 

BACKGROUND 
Cascade was originally formed in 1999 as a non-profit corporation and watershed management partnership 
under the Interlocal Cooperative Act (RCW 39.34). This designation proved to be challenging for Cascade, 
limiting its legal authority regarding interlocal agreements, property transfers, procurement, funding and other 
basic, essential government functions. 

In 2011 the Washington Legislature passed ESHB 1332, the Joint Municipal Utilities Service Act. Cascade 
developed and promoted the legislation in support of improved regional governance. The Act established a 
more effective interlocal mechanism for cooperation among local government utilities that provide water, 
wastewater, stormwater and/or flood control services. It authorized cities, towns, counties, and special 
purpose districts voluntarily to form an intergovernmental municipal corporation to provide services to those 
local utilities and their customers.  

On March 28, 2012, the Board adopted Resolution No. 2012-06 by 65% Dual Majority Vote to convert Cascade 
to a joint municipal utility services authority and a municipal corporation of the State. The Board also approved 
an amendment to the Interlocal Agreement to execute the Joint Municipal Utility Services Agreement 
(JMUSA). On April 25, 2012, the Board adopted Resolution No. 2012-07 to complete Cascade’s conversion to a 
joint municipal utility services authority by amending the Cascade Code to be consistent with JMUSA. 

KEY FEATURES OF AGREEMENT 
• Provides powers to exercise a host of essential government functions that were limited to Cascade

when it was a watershed management partnership.
• Defines how new Members may join Cascade and how existing Members can withdraw.
• Defines the organizational structure of the Board, including voting, officers and committees.
• Describes how Cascade issues RCFCs and rates and the step-up provision for payment defaults.
• Provides a supply commitment to each Member.
• Requires Board approval for new independent supplies.
• Requires Cascade to implement a conservation program that Members need to participate in.
• Calls for Cascade to respond to water shortages and manage water quality.
• Describes how Cascade can disincorporate.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE DECISIONS REGARDING LAKE TAPPS RESERVOIR 
As long as Cascade provides water to Members, regardless of the source of supply, JMUSA lays out Cascade’s 
operating and financial  parameters.  
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2. WATER RIGHT PERMITS

Parties to the Permit: Cascade and Department of Ecology (Ecology) 
Permit Date: December 10, 2010 
Expiration Date: Cascade must inform Ecology if construction has not started by December 31, 2040. 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE 
Allows Cascade to develop the Lake Tapps Reservoir for municipal water supply. 

BACKGROUND 
The demand forecast in Cascade’s 2004 Transmission and Supply Plan led to a series of decisions to acquire 
long-term supply. In 2009 Cascade purchased the White River-Lake Tapps Reservoir Project from Puget 
Sound Energy (PSE) as the key element of Cascade’s long-term water supply portfolio. In 2010, Ecology 
approved Cascade’s applications (including a change to the purpose of use of the former PSE water rights 
claim, No. CS2-160822CL) and issued a set of permits to use the Lake Tapps Reservoir for municipal drinking 
water. Lake Tapps Reservoir is permitted to provide Cascade a permanent supply of up to 54,300 acre-feet 
per year (75 cfs or 48.4 MGD1). Ecology issued the final water right permits in four parts, described below. 

FOUR PARTS TO WATER RIGHTS PERMIT 

1. Diversion from the White River for municipal purposes (S2-29920(A)). Establishes timing for
development of Lake Tapps Reservoir as follows: construction to begin by the end of 2040 and
completed within 15 years of the start of construction, and water to be in full use by the end of 2060.
The permit also includes 22 Conditions, including requirements defined in other agreements:

• Agreements with the Tribes – establishes minimum instream flow, maximum diversion rates,
releases into the Tailrace, ramping rates and streamflow monitoring.

• Agreement with Lake Tapps Community – establishes recreational lake levels.
2. Storage in Lake Tapps Reservoir for municipal purposes (R2-29935). Acknowledges that storage in the

Reservoir has begun under the former PSE claim and requires that municipal water must be put to full
use by the end of 2060.

3. Withdrawal from Lake Tapps Reservoir for municipal use (S2-29934P).  Establishes timing for
withdrawal from the Reservoir for municipal use; same timing as in the diversion permit above.

4. Regional Reserved Water Program (S2-29920(B)). Allocates certain White River flows for any of the Four
Cities (Auburn, Bonney Lake, Buckley and Sumner) to use in mitigating impacts of a water right
application(s), which must be approved  by Ecology by December 31, 2030 (no extension).  This part of
the permit is consistent with the Four Cities Agreement.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE DECISIONS REGARDING LAKE TAPPS RESERVOIR 
After the water right permits were issued in 2010, circumstances and planning assumptions changed. Current 
and forecasted conditions indicate there will be an abundance of supply in the central Puget Sound region 
through 2060. Given this, Cascade is pursuing an extension of the development schedule for Lake Tapps 
Reservoir with Ecology. A permit extension is critical to Cascade’s ability to negotiate a contract extension with 
Seattle or negotiate a new contract with Tacoma, which would defer development of the Reservoir. Without 
an extension, Cascade will need to start planning for the development of Lake Tapps Reservoir between 2025 
and 2030 in order to start construction in 2040. 

1 Over the past five years, Cascade’s average use has been about 27.6 MGD, excluding independent supply.  
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3. WHITE RIVER MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (WRMA)

Parties to the Agreement: Cascade, the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe (MIT) and the Puyallup Tribe of Indians (PTI) 
Agreement Date: August 6, 2008 
Expiration Date: The Agreement will continue as long as Cascade or successor diverts water from the White 
River. It can be terminated upon written agreement by all parties and approved by resolution or ordinance, or 
upon permanent cessation of diversions from the White River into the Lake Tapps Reservoir and surrender of 
the water rights authorizing the diversion. 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF AGREEMENT 
Settled disputes with the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe and Puyallup Tribe of Indians and gained their support for 
the water right applications. Establishes flow regime of minimum instream flows and associated activities such 
as flow monitoring, gaging, fall drawdown and spring refill plans, etc.  

BACKGROUND 
After PSE applied for water rights in to allow municipal use of the waters of the Lake Tapps Reservoir,  several 
stakeholders groups, including the MIT and the PTI, raised concerns over use of the Reservoir as a municipal 
drinking water supply. The Tribes were particularly concerned about the proposed diversion of water from the 
White River into Lake Tapps Reservoir.  As a means to gain the Tribes’ support for the water right applications, 
Cascade, as the future owner, entered into this Agreement. In 2009, Cascade became the successor-in-interest 
to PSE. This Agreement settled disputes and was necessary for the issuance of Cascade’s water right permits.  

KEY FEATURES OF AGREEMENT 
• Establishes minimum flows for various time periods during the year, diversion rates, ramping rates and

pool elevation.
• Requires flow monitoring including the streamflow at the Buckley Gage and diversion from the White River

into Lake Tapps Reservoir.
• Requires Cascade funding of the USGS to operate and maintain gaging equipment, telemetry and data

production.
• Requires development and implementation of a Project Maintenance Plan that includes:

o Maintaining and assessing the effectiveness of the fish screens.
o Preventing exotic or predatory species from entering the White River from Lake Tapps.
o Trapping sediment to prevent sediment and nutrients from entering Lake Tapps.
o Maintaining the rock chutes and other facilities.

• Requires a plan for refilling Lake Tapps in the spring and drawing down the water in the fall.
• Calls for a Tailrace study to identify and address water quality and fisheries concerns and a Tailrace Plan to

implement the study’s recommendations.
• Calls for Cascade to transfer excess water2 to the State Water Trust to provide instream flows in the White

River.
• Calls for protecting, monitoring and improving water quality.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE DECISIONS REGARDING LAKE TAPPS RESERVOIR 
Cascade needs to continue to meet minimum instream flows, water quality requirements and other conditions 
in the Agreement as long as it is diverting water from the White River. 

2 Excess water is portion of the perfected hydropower water right obtained from PSE in excess of the amount of water 
permitted to be diverted into Lake Tapps. 
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4. MUCKLESHOOT TRIBE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

Parties to the Agreement: Cascade and the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe (MIT) 
Agreement Date: August 6, 2008 
Expiration Date: The Agreement will continue as long as Cascade or any successor diverts water from the 
White River. It can be terminated upon written agreement by both parties and approved by resolution or 
ordinance by the MIT and Cascade, or upon permanent cessation of diversions from the White River into the 
Lake Tapps Reservoir and surrender of the water rights authorizing the diversion. 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF AGREEMENT 
Settled disputes with the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe (MIT) to gain their support for water right applications and 
funds for past costs, capital projects and operations, thereby avoiding litigation over claims. 

BACKGROUND 
After PSE applied for water rights to allow municipal use of the waters of the Lake Tapps Reservoir, several 
stakeholders groups, including the MIT, raised concerns over Cascade’s use of the Reservoir as a municipal 
drinking water supply. The MIT was particularly concerned about the proposed diversion of water from the 
White River into Lake Tapps Reservoir. As a means to gain the Tribe’s support for the water right applications, 
Cascade, as the future owner, entered into this Agreement in addition to the three-party White River 
Management Agreement. These agreements enabled Cascade and the MIT to avoid litigation over claims 
between the two parties and were necessary for the issuance of Cascade’s water right permits.  

KEY FEATURES OF AGREEMENT 
• Makes two settlement payments to the MIT for a total of $6.8 million. $6.2 million of the total amount

grants Cascade the right to divert 72,400 acre feet of water annually from the White River and the Lake
Tapps Reservoir for municipal water supply purposes.

• Starting in 2057, calls for a reevaluation of the impact of Cascade’s municipal water supply project on the
White River’s aquatic resources and an agreement in further mitigation funding beyond 2060.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE DECISIONS REGARDING LAKE TAPPS RESERVOIR 
After 2057, Cascade may need to provide further mitigation funding to compensate for continuing project 
impacts on aquatic resources of the White River.  This cost has not been included in financial planning to date. 
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5. PUYALLUP TRIBE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

Parties to the Agreement: Cascade and the Puyallup Tribe of Indians 
Agreement Date: August 6, 2008 
Expiration Date: Parties must meet by December 31, 2046 to discuss renewal of the Agreement. If the 
Agreement is not renewed by January 1, 2051 the Agreement expires and neither party can assert their 
respective rights or entitlements. 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF AGREEMENT 
Settled disputes with the Puyallup Tribe of Indians (PTI) to gain their support for water right applications and 
funds for past costs, capital projects and operations, thereby avoiding litigation over claims. 

BACKGROUND 
After PSE applied for water rights to allow municipal use of the waters of the Lake Tapps Reservoir, several 
stakeholders groups, including the PTI, raised concerns over Cascade’s use of the Reservoir as a municipal 
drinking water supply. The PTI was particularly concerned about the proposed diversion of water from the 
White River into Lake Tapps Reservoir. As a means to gain the Tribe’s support for the water right applications, 
Cascade, as the future owner, entered into this Agreement in addition to the three-party White River 
Management Agreement. These agreements enabled Cascade and the PTI to avoid litigation over claims 
between the two parties and were necessary for the issuance of Cascade’s water right permits.  

KEY FEATURES OF AGREEMENT 
• Makes three settlement payments to the PTI for a total of $14.5 million:

o $1.5 million for past costs.
o $6.0 million to fund capital projects to restore, protect and enhance fishery resources, fishery

habitat and water quality in the lower White River and in the Puyallup River.
o $7.0 million to fund operations.

• Commits the PTI to support Cascade’s water rights.
• Commits the PTI to release all claims against Cascade.
• Calls for Cascade and PTI to initiate good faith negotiations on the terms and conditions for a subsequent

agreement, starting no later than December 31, 2046.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE DECISIONS REGARDING LAKE TAPPS RESERVOIR 
After 2046, Cascade may need to provide further mitigation funding to compensate for continuing project 
impacts on aquatic resources of the White River. This cost has not been included in financial planning to date. 
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6. FOUR CITIES AGREEMENT

Parties to the Agreement: Cascade, Auburn, Bonney Lake, Buckley and Sumner 
Agreement Date: February 5, 2010 
Expiration Date: 2060 unless terminated earlier; can be extended by written agreement. 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF AGREEMENT 
Provides the Four Cities with options to help them meet their water supply needs and provide assurance that 
there is a venue to address potential negative impacts from Cascade’s supply operations.  

BACKGROUND 
After Cascade purchased the White River-Lake Tapps Reservoir Project in 2009, several stakeholders groups, 
including the Four Cities, raised concerns over Cascade’s use of the Reservoir as a municipal drinking water 
supply. Auburn, Bonney Lake, Buckley and Sumner were concerned that Cascade’s eventual use of Lake Tapps 
Reservoir for municipal water supply could impact their water supply. As a means to gain the Four Cities’ 
support for the water right applications, Cascade and the Four Cities entered this Agreement. 

KEY FEATURES OF AGREEMENT 
• Establishes the Lake Tapps Municipal Advisory Group comprised of the mayors of each of the Four Cities

and three Cascade Board members. This group deals with issues affecting the Four Cities and is intended to
meet twice each year.

• Provides for remedies if Cascade’s water supply operations has negative impacts to the water supplies of
any of the Four Cities.

• Provides an opportunity for the Four Cities to purchase Tacoma wholesale water through 2026. [Due to
revised Tacoma Agreement, this option converted into a reduced cost offer that expired on March 1, 2018.]

• Provides an opportunity for the Four Cities to purchase Regional Reserved Water through 2030:
o The total amount is 7 cfs annual average and 10 cfs peak.
o This can be used to assist the Four Cities to apply for water rights.
o Price is $744,000 per cfs (0.65 mgd).
o Water would not be diverted into the Lake Tapps Reservoir but would flow in the White River for

potential mitigation use by any of the Four Cities.
• Provides an opportunity to purchase Tailrace water from Cascade if available and subject to negotiations.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE DECISIONS REGARDING LAKE TAPPS RESERVOIR 
The purchase of Regional Reserved Water or Tailrace water by one or more of the Four Cities would not 
negatively impact Cascade from a future water supply standpoint and would generate positive financial 
benefits for Cascade.3 

3 Sumner plans to purchase approximately 1 cfs of Regional Reserved Water for water rights mitigation. 
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7. LAKE TAPPS COMMUNITY AGREEMENT

Parties to the Agreement: Cascade and the Lake Tapps Community (comprised of Friends of Lake Tapps, Lake 
Tapps Community Council, Church Lake Maintenance Co., Driftwood Point Association, Inlet Island 
Maintenance Company, Snag Island Maintenance Association, Tacoma Point Improvement Club, Tapps Island 
Association, and West Tapps Maintenance Co.) 
Agreement Date: May 13, 2009 
Expiration Date: Agreement remains in effect unless terminated by mutual agreement. 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF AGREEMENT 
Settled disputes that caused the Lake Tapps Community to oppose Cascade’s water right applications.  The 
Community supported the water right applications in return for Cascade’s commitment to maintain the 
reservoir at recreational lake levels or “Normal Full Pool” (541.5’ to 543’ elevation) from April 15 through 
September 30.  

BACKGROUND 
After PSE applied for water rights in to allow municipal use of the waters of the Lake Tapps Reservoir, several 
stakeholders groups, including the Lake Tapps Community, raised concerns over use of the Reservoir as a 
municipal drinking water supply. Lake Tapps Community’s main concern was maintaining recreational lake 
levels.  PSE and the Community entered into an agreement in 2004.  As a means to gain the Community’s 
support for the water right applications, Cascade, as the future owner, entered into a similar agreement in 
2008. In 2009, Cascade became the successor-in-interest to PSE. Upon addressing this and other concerns, the 
key conditions in this Agreement were included in Cascade’s water right permits issued in 2010.  

KEY FEATURES OF AGREEMENT 
• Requires recreational lake levels from April 15 through September 30, with some exceptions.
• Calls for making reasonable efforts to maintain Normal Full Pool through October 31.
• Sets water priorities as: 1) meeting Minimum Instream Flows (MIF); 2) maintaining recreational lake levels;

and 3) providing for municipal water supply.
• Requires a Lake Management Team and annual meetings.
• Calls for a comprehensive review of the Agreement to be conducted no later than 2030. Either Cascade or

the Lake Tapps Community may propose modifications to the Agreement, and changes require mutual
agreement.

• Requires controlling milfoil to the extent required by law or to meet Cascade’s operational goals.
• Requires monitoring stream flows, lake levels and water quality.
• Allows Cascade to transfer the Project assets and terminate the Agreement after providing the Lake Tapps

Community the right to acquire assets on “terms and conditions that are fair and reasonable”.
• Damages paid due to breach of the Agreement (primarily not maintaining recreational lake levels) will not

exceed $100,000 per occurrence and $1,000,000 in aggregate.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE DECISIONS REGARDING LAKE TAPPS RESERVOIR 
• Cascade needs to continue to maintain recreational lake levels from April 15 through September 30 pre- 

and post-development of Lake Tapps Reservoir as a source of drinking water supply, with some exceptions.
• If Cascade chooses to sell all or part of its Lake Tapps Reservoir assets, Lake Tapps Community has the right

of first offer.
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8. PIERCE COUNTY WATER SUPPLY AND RECREATION MOU

Parties to the Agreement: Cascade Board Chair, Pierce County Executive  
Agreement Date: August 2, 2005 
Expiration Date: N/A 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF AGREEMENT 
Establishes a cooperative working relationship between Cascade and Pierce County regarding management of 
Lake Tapps Reservoir as a public water supply project and a recreational facility.  

BACKGROUND 
This MOU was signed while Cascade was negotiating the purchase of the White River-Lake Tapps Project from 
Puget Sound Energy with the intent to develop the Reservoir into a future water supply. Cascade and Pierce 
County agreed to work together to maintain the Reservoir’s value as a recreational, economic and 
environmental asset. This included managing land use, water quality, lake levels, recreational activities and 
safety. The MOU is not binding. 

KEY FEATURES OF AGREEMENT 
• Pierce County efforts include:

o Protecting and enhancing water quality by:
 Minimizing discharges through regulating stormwater, on-site wastewater systems and

other point and non-point sources.
 Minimizing and eliminating the adverse effects of non-point discharges from future

development and redevelopment by encouraging best management practices (BMPs).
 Completing and implementing the White River Basin Plan focused on maintaining and

enhancing water quality.
o Completing and implementing the Lake Tapps Boat Management Plan.

• Cascade efforts include:
o Operating Lake Tapps as a public water supply reservoir and for recreation.
o Entering into an agreement with the Lake Tapps Community regarding reservoir operations.
o Developing and implementing BMPs to maintain and potentially enhance water quality.
o Developing a Lake Management Advisory Team to address water quality, recreational lake levels,

and boating and recreational safety.
• If Cascade is unable to develop a public water supply project, Cascade and Pierce County will work

cooperatively to transfer ownership to an entity that will preserve the lake for public recreational benefit.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE DECISIONS REGARDING LAKE TAPPS RESERVOIR 
Although this MOU is not binding, the intent is for Lake Tapps Reservoir to be maintained as a public 
recreational asset regardless of whether and when it is developed as a source of municipal supply.  
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9. SEATTLE WATER SALE AGREEMENT

Parties to the Agreement: Cascade and City of Seattle 
Agreement Date: July 15, 2013 
Expiration Date: December 31, 2063 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF AGREEMENT 
Provides for the purchase of a combined Base and Supplemental block of water from Seattle through 2063, 
with the total supply beginning to decline in 2040.  

BACKGROUND 
In 2004 Cascade entered into a 50-year agreement with Seattle which included a take-or-pay declining block 
for 30.3 MGD of water through 2024. In 2008 the agreement was amended to add another 3 MGD from 2009-
2017 and an additional 2 MGD from 2018-2023. Subsequently, regional supply and demand forecasts indicated 
demand was growing more slowly than previously forecast over the next 50 years, providing an opportunity to 
amend and extend the contract.  The July 15, 2013 extension allowed Cascade to defer development of the 
Lake Tapps Reservoir and provided Seattle with additional revenue. 

KEY FEATURES OF AGREEMENT 
• Provides Cascade with a take-or-pay Base and

Supplemental Block of water, with a termination
date of December 31, 2044 for the Supplemental
Block.

• Allows Cascade to purchase up to 5.3 MGD
starting 2064 for Members that cannot be served
economically by other means.

• Provides increased amounts of water during the
peak season and peak month.

• Reduces Cascade’s block proportionally if
Seattle’s Firm Yield is reduced.

• Allows Cascade or Seattle to request
consideration to further extend the supply
commitment, beginning January 2020 and each
January at 5-year intervals.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE DECISIONS REGARDING LAKE TAPPS RESERVOIR 
If Cascade can negotiate a contract extension with Seattle and can receive a water rights permit extension 
from Department of Ecology, it will be able to defer development of Lake Tapps Reservoir. If Cascade is unable 
to negotiate a contract extension, it will need to pursue a new supply contract with Tacoma or begin building 
out Lake Tapps Reservoir. 
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10. TACOMA WATER SALE AGREEMENT

Parties to the Agreement: Cascade and City of Tacoma 
Agreement Date: December 31, 2012 
Expiration Date: December 31, 2042 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF AGREEMENT 
Provides Cascade with up to 8 MGD of water through 2042 with lower payments than were stipulated in the 
original 2005 agreement. Also allows for the sale of extra capacity to the Four Cities. 

BACKGROUND 
Cascade originally entered into an agreement on October 13, 2005 with Tacoma which included a progressive 
take-or-pay for 4 MGD of permanent supply and 6 MGD of temporary supply. Subsequently, regional supply 
and demand forecasts indicated Cascade had sufficient water supply for the next 50 years without taking 
delivery of water from Tacoma. The 2012 amended agreement enabled Cascade to reduce its payments and 
receive a new capacity commitment of 8 MGD through 2042. It also allowed Cascade to sell extra capacity to 
Auburn, Bonney Lake, Buckley and Sumner to satisfy its obligations in the Four Cities Agreement (both Auburn 
and Bonney Lake bought Tacoma supply through this feature).   

KEY FEATURES OF AGREEMENT 
• Restructures Cascade’s payment schedule to Tacoma. Provides for a significant decline after 2029, from

$6.86 million to $1 million, and ends payments in 2042. Payments are required irrespective of Cascade’s
use of Tacoma water.

• Allows Cascade to request all or a portion of 8 MGD from Tacoma to serve Members’ retail customers or
other direct use by Members. Does not allow for the water to be resold or wheeled by Cascade or
Members without Tacoma’s written consent. (Note: Cascade has not taken any delivery of water from
Tacoma to date.)

• Requires Cascade to be responsible for the design, engineering, permitting and construction of
infrastructure necessary to interconnect and take delivery of water from Tacoma.

• Allows for the sale of wholesale water to the Four Cities until December 31, 2017. (Note: Auburn and
Bonney Lake both purchased some wholesale water.)

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE DECISIONS REGARDING LAKE TAPPS RESERVOIR 
If Cascade were to take delivery of water from Tacoma as a bridge prior to developing Lake Tapps Reservoir as 
a source of water supply, it would first need to complete construction of the Tacoma-Cascade Pipeline (TCP), 
its appurtenances and other infrastructure. Once Lake Tapps Reservoir is developed, the TCP could continue to 
be used to deliver Lake Tapps municipal supply to Members.  
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11. MEMBERSHIP AUDIT ACCEPTANCE AGREEMENTS

Parties to the Agreements: Cascade and each Member individually (separate agreements for each Member) 
Agreement Dates: 

- May 23, 2008: Bellevue, Issaquah, Kirkland, Redmond, Sammamish Plateau Water, Tukwila
- April 9, 2019: Skyway Sewer & Water

Expiration Dates: N/A 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF AGREEMENTS 
Requires an audit of each Member’s water system and independent supply for: (1) determining Cascade’s 
supply obligation to that Member; (2) recognizing when the Member has lost independent supply; and (3) 
allocating credits against the Member’s RCFC for its independent supply. 

BACKGROUND 
Cascade Members are required to have their water system and independent supply audited by Cascade. Prior 
to adoption of the Joint Municipal Utilities Services Agreement (Joint Agreement), this requirement was 
articulated in Article V, Section 5.2.2 of the Amended and Restated Interlocal Contract, dated December 15, 
2004. Today, this requirement is codified in Section 3.2 of the Joint Agreement Section, and the authority to 
carry out audits of a Member’s independent supply is stated in Section 5.2.B.  

Cascade completed audits of Issaquah’s, Redmond’s and Sammamish Plateau’s independent supplies in May 
2008 and Skyway’s independent supply in March 2012. Updated audits of all four Members’ independent 
supplies are currently in progress.  

KEY FEATURES OF AGREEMENTS 
• States that the audit will accurately identify and quantify Members’ independent supply for the purpose of

establishing Cascade’s supply commitment to Members.
• Reaffirms wheeling arrangements.
• Describes expectations regarding points of delivery.
• Describes the awarding of RCFC credits. [No longer relevant for existing agreements as all credits were

repurchased by Cascade in 2012.]
• Describes administering, enforcing and waiving production requirements.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE DECISIONS REGARDING LAKE TAPPS RESERVOIR 
Member independent supply production is relied on when planning future supplies including Lake Tapps 
Reservoir.  This Agreement helps determine when that source may be needed. 
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Item No. 10b 
June 23, 2021 

FINANCE & MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
Penny Sweet, Chair, City of Kirkland 

John Stokes, City of Bellevue 
Mary Lou Pauly, City of Issaquah 

Jeralee Anderson, City of Redmond 
Conrad Lee, City of Bellevue 

RECAP 
Tuesday, June 15, 2021 

1:30 PM – 3:00 PM 
Held Via Zoom Meeting 

Call to Order 

1. Chair Comments.

2. Executive Session.

3. Items Recommended for Action at the June 23, 2021, Board Meeting.

4. Discussion Items.

A. 2020 Annual Audit Presentation. Clark Nuber will present Cascade’s 2020 audited financial
statements. The State Auditor’s Office has been invited and will be in attendance. (An
attachment will be sent prior to the meeting)

Recap: Clark Nuber auditors presented Cascade’s 2020 audited financial statements to the
Committee. The auditors issued an unmodified audit opinion with no findings, audit
adjustments or other recommendations. The State Auditor was also able to attend the
presentation.

B. Seattle True-up. Staff will provide an update to the Committee on the Seattle wholesale true-
up for 2020 (impacting 2022 payments). For reference, Cascade’s budget assumes a $550,000
credit (due to us) for 2022, while recent years have exceeded $1 million in credits. We are
hopeful this will again be the case.

Recap: The committee was briefed on preliminary communications that the true-up credit for
2020, to be received in 2022, is on the order of $2 million, well in excess of the $500,000 credit
assumed in the 2022 budget.

C. Supply Options Summary Materials. Staff will present the Committee with materials for the
June 30th Board workshop to determine whether they provide clear and meaningful information.
This presentation is not intended to evaluate content, but to provide feedback on whether the
material is understandable. (Attached is one of the pieces of information that will be presented
to the Committee – Potential Cascade Water Supply Scenarios.)

Recap: The proposed slides illustrating scenarios and forecasts were reviewed with the
committee for purposes of assessing clarity and sufficiency. In general, the materials seemed
to communicate intended content. One additional scenario was requested for consideration: a
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permanent supply from Tacoma, and if possible, this will be developed and added to the 
materials. 

5. Next Meeting Date and Location.

The next meeting will be held Tuesday, July 20, 2021, 1:30 p.m. at Cascade’s office or via Zoom.
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Item No. 10d 
June 23, 2021 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
Lloyd Warren, Chair, Sammamish Plateau Water 

John Stokes, City of Bellevue 
Jon Ault, Skyway Water & Sewer District 

   Ryika Hooshangi, Sammamish Plateau Water 
      Zach Hall, City of Issaquah 

RECAP 
Thursday, June 10, 2021 

2:00 PM – 3:30 PM 
Held via Zoom Meeting 

1. Chair Comments.

2. Executive Session.

3. Items Recommended for Action at the June 23, 2021, Board Meeting.

A. Milfoil Treatment Contract. Motion to authorize the Chief Executive Officer to enter a contract
to perform herbicide treatment for control of aquatic vegetation in the Lake Tapps Reservoir in
an amount not to exceed $110,000.

Recap: The committee recommended that the milfoil treatment contract be forwarded to the
Board for approval under consent.

4. Discussion Items.

A. Update on Fish Screen Crane Repair Project. Staff will update the Committee on the Fish
Screen Crane Repair Project which was approved by the Board in May to move forward.

Recap: Staff informed the committee that there were no bids for the Fish Screen Crane Repair
Project. Staff have reached out to vendors to understand why no firms bid and will modify the
bid documents before doing another invitation to bid. Since the crane will not be repaired in time
for the Flowline Outage Project, Cascade will rent a crane instead.

B. Update on Outage Project. Staff will update the Committee on Cascade’s progress regarding
the Outage Project, which is scheduled to begin in late summer.

Recap: Staff informed the committee that the Outage Project is expected to start on or around
August 30. Staff is working with the Puyallup Tribe to potentially use the Tribe’s scientific permit
and contract with them to conduct fish recovery. By participating in fish recovery, the Tribe will
be able to gather scientific data about fish in the flowline. Cascade will likely issue 3-4 vendor
contracts to conduct work during the outage and will bring all contracts exceeding $25,000 to
the committee and the Board for approval in July.

C. Status of Flume Trail Agreement. Cascade is working with Pierce County Parks staff on an
easement agreement for the proposed flume trail. Maintenance and operating terms are near
agreement. Compensation and benefits to Cascade are still being negotiated. Staff will update
the committee on the status of the discussions.
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Recap: Staff updated the committee on the progress made to date on the agreement. Cascade 
and Pierce County have come to tentative agreement on terms for maintenance responsibilities, 
an annual maintenance fee to be paid to Cascade, an allowance for security costs if needed 
and other maintenance and operational items. Additional compensation is still being discussed. 
Cascade is working with Pierce County Parks staff on compensation terms and have requested 
a meeting with Pierce County Surface Water to discuss potential stormwater outfall retrofits. 
Outfall retrofits along the flow line would provide a water quality benefit to Cascade. Staff will 
continue to negotiate with Pierce County and update the committee next month. 

D. Projects (in general) Update.

5. Next Meeting Date and Location.

The next meeting will be Thursday, July 8, 2020, from 2:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m., at Cascade’s office or
via Zoom.
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